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This paper describes a minicomputer —controlled battery of tasks which

can be presented singly or severally on a sing l e per ip heral dev i ce , a

cathode ray tube (CRT), and which uses the accompanying keyboard as a response

man ipulandum . This multipl e—task performance battery is similar to a per-

formance battery originally proposed by Patton and his associates (Patton , 1977),

and ‘it has been used extensively over the past decade or more as the princip le

performance assessment tool within a variety of research settings and

applications (Adams and Chiles , 1960, 1961 ; Alluisi and Chiles, 1967;

Alluisi , Chiles, and Hall , 1964; Alluisi , Chi les , Hal l , and Hawke s , 1963;

Allu ’isi , Hal l , and Chiles , 1962, All uisi , Thurmond, and Coates , 1971 ,

Chiles , Alluis -i , and Adams , 1968, Morgan and Coates, 1974, Morgan , Brown ,

and Al lui si, 1970; Morgan, Brown, Coate~, and Alluis’i , 1975; Thurmon d,

A l lu i s i , and Coates , 1971). There is more than one version of the basic

mul tiple—task performance battery, and the model for the development of

the computerized battery was taken from the version presented in Morgan

and Allu isi (1972), reflecting a TM syn thet i c work ” met hodology , but el iminat ing

the “code-lock” task.

A diagranrinatic representation of the 20 cm x 25 cm CRT displayin g

the five individual tasks comprising the battery is presented in Figure 1.

Insert Figure 1 About Here

The figure is proportionally representative of the configuration of the

tasks as observed by an operator, and the characters and symbols are almost

identical to those displayed by the CR1.

The first task, probabi lity monito ring, is displayed across the top

of the screen. On each of four separate and independent 6-position scales,

~ 
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Figure 1. A diagrammatic representation of the cathode ray tube (CR1)
displaying the five individual tasks comprisina the battery.
Letters in parentheses represent alternative states of respective
tasks.
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represented by the four clusters of capital Is , an aster i sk po i nter exchanges

position twice per Sec such that each scale position is struck with equal

frequency over many successive exchanges, e..a., 30. At unsystematic intervals

under such baseline conditions, a bias (i.e., signal ) occurs such that 75

per cent of the pointer val ues are located either on the left (left signal )

or on the r ight (right signal ) three positions of a scale. A left or right

signal is presented for 2 m m ,  and failure to detect it during this interval

causes the biased scale to return automatically to the baseline state.

If the operator detects the signal , the scale immediately returns to the

baseline state. Left and right signals and one of four basel ine intersignal

intervals (e4., 30, 60, 90, and 120 sec) are presented in an unsystematic

order. Since each scale is independent wi th respect to its parameters

of opera tion , i t  is  poss ible for either a sing le s ignal to be present

among the four scales or for all scales to have signals simultaneously.

All other combinations of signal and baseline states are also possible,

and they depend, at least in part, on the operator ’s accuracy and his

latency in detecting the presence of a signal on any given scale.

The second task, arithmeti c operations, is presented below the pro-

babili ty monitoring task. An arithmetic problem composed of three 3-digit

numbers Is presented on the screen. The problems are generated by unsyste-

matic selection of consecutive digits with the limitation that answers

must be 3-digit positive numbers. The solution requires summ ing the first

two numbers and subtracting the third number from the sum. Calculations

are performed without paper and pencil or other aids , and operators typical ly

solve problems digit by digit . The operator enters an answer after the “=“

sign , the hundreds dig i t bein g entered f i rs t , the tens digit second, and

-S ~ .. 
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the un i ts d i gi t thi rd. The operator i s al lowed to chang e an answe r , but

once it is “locked in ” by him for evaluation, producing an asterisk to

the ri ght of the answer , no further changes can be made. Mew problems

are presented automatically every 40 sec. irrespective of the operator ’s

latency of entering and “locking in ” an answer or of his accuracy .

The third task, target identification, is presented below the arithmetic

operations task. An original histogram is presented within a 6 x 6 element

matrix with its base at 6 o’clock and wi th no bar lengths repeated. This

“target” histogram is erased, and two “matching” histograms are presented

and erased successively. The matching histograms appear rotated with bases

at 9 o ’clock , 12 o ’clock , or 3 o ’clock. One of the two matching histograms ,

or neither of them , may dupl icate the target histogram. For each histogram

in a series , a line Is presented at the 6 o’clock position below which is

a “1,” “1 ,” or “2,” according to which histogram in the series is currently

disp lay ed , the target CT) or the first (1) or the second (2) matching

histogram. When the second matching histogram has been erased, the operator

indicates whether the first, second, or neither of the matching h istograms

was identical to the target. Consecutive bar lengths are generated by

unsystematic selection , as are the matching rotations and the match itsel f,

i.e., neither , f i rs t , or second. Each histogram is presented for 5 sec,

the interval between successive histograms in a series is 15 sec, and

the interval between a series of histograms is 25 sec. The operator, then ,

has 25 sec in which to enter an answer following erasure of the second

match ing histogram.

The fourth task, warning light monitoring, Is presented to the left

of the target ‘identification task. Within the two vertically arrayed displ ays,

- C——  - S --
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a “safety—state” character (G) is extinguished in the upper display , and

an “alarm-state ” character (R) is illuminated in the lower displ ay. Whenever

the operator detects the alarm state during its 5-sec duration, the “R”

is erased and the “G” reappears . If the operator fails to detect the alarm

state , the “R” is erased and the “G” reappears automatically at the end

of the 5-sec interval . One of four safety-state durations (e.,a., 15, 30,

45, and 60 sec) is selected in an unsystematic order. The parameters associated

with this task require rapid response to changes of state, and the frequency

of such changes is relatively high.

The fifth task , blinking light monitoring, is presented to the right

of the target identi fication task. Under baseline , an “X” changes posi tion

between two vertically arrayed displays at a rate of once per sec. A signal

occurs when the “X” becomes fixed and flashes in either the upper or lower

displ ay. If the operator detects the signal during its 30—sec duration,

the task immediately returns to baseline . If the operator fails to detect

the signal , the tas k automatically returns to basel ine at the end of the

30-sec interval. One of four baseline durations (e.~ ., 40, 50, 60, and 70 sec)

and the location of a signal , i.e., ‘in ner or lower display, are selected

in an unsystematic order. This task, then, is relatively intermediate

in the frequency of its signals and in the necessary alacrity of response

for detection.

A diagrammatic representation of the keyboard manipulandum is presented

‘In Figure 2. The keys on which numbers and/or letters appear are those

Insert Figure 2 About Here

used to perform the tasks, and they are labeled wi th marking tape for

~~~~~~~~~~ 
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ac cen tuation . The fi rs t row from the top con tains the numbers tha t are

entered as solu tions to the ari thme ti c oper a tions task.  The “CR” key in

the second row “locks in ” the answ er , and the “RB” key in the third row

erases an answer which has not yet been “locked in. ” In row three , the

probabil ity mon itor ing task uses keys “Dl ,” “02,” “03,” and “04” to indicate

the presence of a left ~~ right bi as signal on each of the four scales ,

from lef t to r ig ht, respec tivel y. Add it ionally in row three , the target

i denti fi cat ion task uses keys “0,” “1 ,” and 11211 to indicate , respectively,

(a) neither matching histogram, (b) the first matching his togram , or Cc)
the second matching histogram. In row four, the warning light monitoring

task uses the “R” key to indicate the presence of an alarm state, and

the bl inking light monitoring task uses the “X” key to indicate the presence

of a signal . The positi ons of the task keys on the keyboard were chos en

for convenience of operation , and rema ining unla be led keys ar e iner t.

The software for the performance battery resides wi thin a PDP8/E

minicomputer.2 The battery will operate wi th 12K of memory if software

random number generators are used and with larger blocks of memory if

tables of ~tandom numbers are used. The author has a preference for a table

of random numbers , although operators have reported recognizing repeated

arithmetic problems after several thousand presentations of problems generated

from a 4K table of numbers taken from Edwards (1950).

The performance battery is displayed on a VTO5 alphanumeri c displ ay

terminal. Al though the upper limi t of speed of transmitting information

to this unit is only 2400 baud, this baud rate is adequate for most tasks

to operate smoothly, without noticeable hesitations or interruptions.

The single exception is the target identification task which requires 1.0 sec

- -- 
- 5- -~~~~~~~ S_ _ S__n fl - -- - - -. -- - —-—a -



to “build” a histogram . To avoid ~nterference with other tasks , onl y one

matrix element , i.e., two adjacent Xs., is presented at a time , and software

serves other tasks prior to presenting successive elements. For a battery

of this nature , 2400 baud is rapidly consumed by cursor addressing and

other commands which require nu l “filler ” characters to be transmitted . 
-

to the unit for proper operation.

The software was composed wi th pro gram s res iding on the OS/8 opera tin g

system , version III, in conjunction wi th two TU56DECtape units . The interrupt

mode , rather than status check , was used to permi t almost simultaneous

operation of the VTO5 and a LA36 Decwriter II. The Decwri ter unit serves

for data output, and five of its keyboard keys are dedicated as “on-off”

switches for the five tasks in the battery. Switching on a task causes

its corresponding display to be presented , e.~ ., the fou r clus ters of is

on the probabi l i t y mon i tor ing tas k, and sw itch ing of f a task causes erasure

of all i ts characters and the displ ay itself , e.a., the Xs and the boxed

displays on the blinking lig ht monitoring task. Two 12-channel buffe red

I/O interfaces are used (1) to illuminate indicator li ghts associated

with each task and with the signals presented on the probability monitoring,

warning ligh t monitoring , and bl inking light monitoring tasks, and (2) to

operate an “add—subtract” counter incrementing for correct responding

on tasks and diminishing for false alarms on the probabili ty monitoring,

warning light monitoring , and blinking light monitoring tasks. Finally,

a real-time programmable clock , continuously interrupting at a fixed rate,

Is used to perform the many timing requirements in the program.

The software is structured wi thin a fo reground/background format as

described in Introduction to Programrning (DEC, ‘1 975). Foreground Is dedicated

- 5 —  —— 1 ” 5 i - ~—~~~~~ -——— --— S. - - 5___ ____~~
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to servicing devices requesting an interrupt , i.e., (1) the VTO5 screen

and keyboard , (2) the Decwriter printer and keyboard , and (3) the real-time

programm able clo ck. Add iti onall y, whenever the clock in it iates an interru pt,

f lags , i.e., memory locations in a 0 or 1 state, are tested to determine

which of the many timing subroutines in the program require servicing.

Back ground continuou sl y tes ts fla gs whi ch when rai sed , i.e., in the 1 state ,

cause associated task or data subroutines to be serviced , output buffers to be

loaded with information , and interrupt requests to be initi ated to accomplish

the transfer of information from the output buffer to the screen or to

the Decwriter. For example ,~~5foreground subroutine timing the duration

of the as terisks on the probabil i ty mon itoring task rais es a f la g in back ground

when the duration has expired. Background detects this flag, and , in response,

services subroutines which determine the next pointer positions . An output

buff er is then loaded ~,ith information which when transmitted to the CRT

causes erasure of the pointer line and printing of the new scale val ues.

The transmittal of information is accomplished in the interrupt mode which

‘Es initiated by background , after the outpu t buffer has been loaded , w i th

a nul TLS instruction device coded for the VIOS. Other background f la gs

associated wi th the CRT screen are not tested unti l the transfer of informa-

tion has been compl eted. F inal ly, the f lags in back ground are arranged

in an order of priority such that rapidly executed tasks, e.1., probability

monitoring , are serv iced before slowly executed tasks, e.g., warning l ight

mon i toring.

Data Is output to the Decwriter at regular intervals , e.~ ., every

5 mm , and the following information is presented for each task: (1) pro-.

bability monitoring : hits (H)-. misses CM), false alarms (F), and the mean

-- -S  ~~~~~~~~~~~~ - ~S ~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - _______  - —
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latency , in sec, for hits (L); (2) arithmetic operations: right (R), wrong (W),

misses, and mean latency for right; (3) target ‘identificati on : right,

wrong, and misses; (4) warning light monitoring: hits , misses , false alarms ,

and mean latency for hi ts; and (5) blinking light monitoring: hits , misses ,

false alarms , and mean l atency for hits. Figure 3 presents a reconstruction

Insert Figure 3 About Here

of a performance record over the ini tial 30 mm by an operator who had

almost 50 hr practice on the battery with all five tasks operating simul-

taneously wi th the parameters previously presented. As is typical for

a pra cticed operator , all five tasks are usually engaged. Operators customarily

adopt a serial strategy to the battery, solvin g or checking one task,

then scanning successive tasks. The data in Figure 3 also show that errorless

performance during any given 5-mm interval was rare, even for this practiced

operator. This suggests that operation of the battery continues to challange

an operator when all five tasks are presented simultaneously. However,

the parameters of a given task can be easily adjusted, -as can the number

and combinations of tasks presented , to yield a practiced level of performance
S accuracy and sensitivity that is required for particul ar experimental

objectives.

In s ummary, a CRT d isp lay terminal was capable of reproducing the

essenti al features of a mul tiple—task performance battery having wide

appl ication as a performance assessment tool. Additionally, its accompanying

keyboard served as the sole response manipulandum for operating the individual

tasks. Such use of a CR1 facility is consistent with the proposal of

Mayzner (1968) who suggested the potential power of computer technol ogy

- -  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ —~ 5’- -~~ -
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W=warning light monitorin g, and X=blinking light monitoring.
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for presen ting tasks of relevance to psycholog ical research in the areas

of visual perception , learning, and memory, at the least. The present

system aff irms the view of Mayzner who concl uded “ ...that a compute r-based

CR1 d isp lay facility can often provide , in a sing le ins trumen tati on complex ,

all of the advantages of the several separate packages that currently

are found in present day experimental psychology laboratories, and more

importantly , add a flexibility of input and output control that has never

before been possible ” (Mayzner, 1968, p. 41). 

5—— -- —--5 _—_--—_--—-—-- -‘5--—-— - - -5 .-
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FOOTNOTES

1. The development of this performance battery was suppo rted by NASA Grant
NGR21-OOl -lllS-6 and ONR Contract N0004-77-C-0498. The author acknowled ges
the assistance and advice of David T. Krausman, Murr ay A. Friedm an, and
Rob Baer.

2. All referenced hardware devices and operating systems were obtained
from Digital Equipment Corporation.
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